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Good afternoon

As a long term resident of Tharwa, (since 1993), I am again appalled by the latest
scheme that the ACT public service as decided for the residents of our village.  As
with so many and so often in the past, we find ourselves in a situation where we
are not consulted into what development needs to take place and how that
development would best suit the needs of the community. 

This latest saga of trying to supply a reliable water supply to the residents has
blown out of proportion and where public servants think they know best for a
situation that hey know nothing about. A simple conversation with local people,
who understand the needs for the community would have had this issue solved
within a matter of months and water supply in place for all residents, government
assets and cover the needs of both the urban and rural fire services. 

The amount of public money that has been wasted thus far on this development is
crazy and there is nothing to show for the dollar spent.  

Having worked in community development I have a solid understanding of asset
based community development and how to undertake community consultation and
get community lead projects off the ground.  Having spoken with public
servants about the recent Tharwa Village Plan, one would think that information
would be listened to.  We find ourselves again in, in a ground hog day moment  - 
where those in town think they know what is best for those who have to live with
the outcomes of development.  Obviously we are not listened. 

There is the simple solution for a reliable water supply to the residents of Tharwa
and one that can be utilised by fire fighting services. 
1.  Do not use bore water - the levels of calcium in the bore water in Tharwa is
quite high and will simple destroy any plumbing infrastructure.  I own a
property which is on bore water.
2. Utilise the tanks which are on uphill side of the shop for not only water supply
for the residents but also adapt them so that both urban and rural fire units can fill
from them.  The lines would be under load all the time and pressure for the
residents to access a decent water flow. Being up the hill at the highest point
means that gravity can be utilised to fill tankers if there is no electricity to run the
pumps.  It also means that diesel is not needed.  Diesel leaks in the corridor would
be not a good result for the environment or water supply. 
3. There has only been 2 house fires in the village in its recorded history.   Not sure who in
Tharwa decided that we need street based fire hydrants. 
4. Putting fire hydrants up the main access street in the village will block all
traffic.  This road has double unbroken lines and is adjacent to the school.  It
would be foolish to have urban units trying to fill on this street - as currently
planned.  THe two  hydrants will also only reach 3-4 houses in the village - what
about the rest of us? 
5. The proposed tank site is right outside a resident's bedroom, opposite the pre-
school and on a nature reserve.  In a conversation with the local ranger, this area



has not been designated for development and is to remain a nature strip. 
6. Ideally and a sensible outcome would be to place all infrastructure up the hill 
where it is out of the way of the public, especially little kids, can be utilised if there 
is no power and builds on the existing system that is in place. The tanks enable 
residents to access a constant water supply so that if faced with a fi re , they can, 
start defend their property before a unit responds. 

Please stop any further development in Thawra until ALL options have been 
thoroughly discussed and heard. This project, when first shared with 
the community, we were given one option and one option only. However after our 
feedback another option given. We have given more feedback on th is option. 
Obviously due dil igence has not been carried out by those in the 
project planning department. Sometimes a trip to the site is needed before 
designs are printed up!! 

It is tiring and boring for those of us who live in the community to have things done 
to us without consideration or a decent, heard and listened to conversation. 

Please start to listen 

Al i Wass 
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